Purpose: Design and validate an efficient dual-slot coaxial microwave ablation antenna that produces an approximately spherical heating pattern to match the shape of most abdominal and pulmonary tumor targets. Methods: A dual-slot antenna geometry was utilized for this study. Permutations of the antenna geometry using proximal and distal slot widths from 1 to 10 mm separated by 1-20 mm were analyzed using finite-element electromagnetic simulations. From this series, the most optimal antenna geometry was selected using a two-term sigmoidal objective function to minimize antenna reflection coefficient and maximize the diameter-to-length aspect ratio of heat generation. Sensitivities to variations in tissue properties and insertion depth were also evaluated in numerical models. The most optimal dual-slot geometry of the parametric analysis was then fabricated from semirigid coaxial cable. Antenna reflection coefficients at various insertion depths were recorded in ex vivo bovine livers and compared to numerical results. Ablation zones were then created by applying 50 W for 2-10 min in simulations and ex vivo livers. Mean zone diameter, length, aspect ratio, and reflection coefficients before and after heating were then compared to a conventional monopole antenna using ANOVA with post-hoc t-tests. Statistical significance was indicated for P < 0.05. Results: Antenna performance was highly sensitive to dual-slot geometry. The best-performing designs utilized a proximal slot width of 1 mm, distal slot width of 4 mm 6 1 mm and separation of 8 mm 6 1 mm. These designs were characterized by an active choking mechanism that focused heating to the distal tip of the antenna. A dual-band resonance was observed in the most optimal design, with a minimum reflection coefficient of À20.9 dB at 2.45 and 1.25 GHz. Total operating bandwidth was greater than 1 GHz, but the desired heating pattern was achieved only near 2.45 GHz. As a result, antenna performance was robust to changes in insertion depth and variations in relative permittivity of the surrounding tissue medium. In both simulations and ex vivo liver, the dual-slot antenna created ablations greater in diameter than a coaxial monopole (35 mm 6 2 mm versus 31 mm 6 2 mm; P < 0.05), while also shorter in length (49 mm 6 2 mm versus 60 mm 6 6 mm; P < 0.001) after 10 min. Similar results were obtained after 2 and 5 min as well. Conclusions: Dual-slot antennas can produce more spherical ablation zones while retaining low reflection coefficients. These benefits are obtained without adding to the antenna diameter. Further evaluation for clinical microwave ablation appears warranted.
I. INTRODUCTION
Thermal ablation is a promising technique for treating tumors in many organs. It is most commonly associated with the treatment of unresectable benign and malignant tumors in the liver, renal cell carcinomas, and pulmonary nodules. [1] [2] [3] Ablative techniques can be applied at open surgery, laparoscopy, or percutaneously using image-guidance and monitoring. Once the thermal ablation applicator is placed into the target site, energy is applied to elevate temperatures in the tissue surrounding the applicator for enough time to cause coagulative necrosis. The time-temperature history, or thermal dose, dictates the likelihood of cell death, with temperatures in excess of approximately 60 C associate with nearly instantaneous coagulative necrosis. 4 When compared to radiofrequency electrical current-the most widely used and researched energy for thermal ablation to date-microwaves offer several important advantages: faster heat generation over a larger treatment volume, increased ability to penetrate charred or desiccated tissue, less susceptibility to local heat sinks, improved multiple applicator options, and no ground pads. [5] [6] [7] However, many systems in use today create ablation zones whose length along the antenna axis is substantially greater than the diameter transverse to the antenna axis. These elongated ablations are undesirable in many clinical scenarios. Most tumors of the liver, kidney, and lung indicated for thermal ablation are focal and exhibit a relatively spherical morphology. Therefore, when using a single applicator, the desired ablation zone is more spherical, with relatively equal length and transverse diameter. Matching the ablation zone to the tumor may help prevent complications associated with thermal damage of adjacent normal tissue noted in previous studies. 8, 9 Several interstitial antennas have been presented in the literature for microwave ablation and the related field of interstitial microwave hyperthermia, including coaxial monopoles, dipoles, annular slots, and triaxial and looped designs. However, many of these designs are characterized by elongated heating patterns. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Coaxial sleeve chokes, which may be floating or attached to the outer conductor of the coaxial cable, can help confine the heating pattern to the distal aspect of the antenna, thereby reducing backwards heating along the antenna shaft. [17] [18] [19] These choked designs are not without drawbacks, as they increase the antenna diameter and potentially increase power reflections from the antenna. Increased antenna diameter may lead to greater incidence of complications when applied percutaneously in some organs. 20 In addition, since the choke itself is typically a quarter or half-wavelength, the length of ablations produced with choked designs may not be appreciably shorter than conventional designs.
Coaxial slot antennas, some with multiple slots, have been previously described in the literature for microwave tissue heating. 12, 21 To date, these designs have been presented without supporting documentation of the design process or analysis of performance relative to antenna geometry. As a result, the operation of coaxial slot antennas is not welldescribed, and methods to improve their performance are lacking. Here is presented a coaxial slot antenna with two slots designed to simultaneously minimize both reflected power and ablation length without the addition of chokes. The objective of this study was to analyze the dual-slot antenna using electromagnetic simulations and then to determine the most optimal geometry to produce low reflected power and highly spherical heating pattern. The most optimal design was then validated against a conventional monopole antenna by numerical simulations and ex vivo experiments.
II. METHODS

II.A. Parametric analysis of antenna geometry
The dual-slot antenna structure incorporates two annular slots of widths G 1 (proximal slot) and G 2 (distal slot) separated by a length, L, which is nominally one-half wavelength of the input frequency in the ambient tissue medium (Fig. 1) . The distal slot abuts a cap connected to the inner conductor of the coaxial cable, which creates a reflective interface. An analytical transmission line model can be used to optimize the input impedance of coaxial slot antennas; however, as will be confirmed in the results section, identifying resonant modes is not wholly relevant for microwave ablation applications. 22 The spatial pattern of heating produced by the antenna is perhaps more important. Therefore, numerical simulation was used in this study to analyze the influence of slot width size and separation length on both antenna efficiency and spatial heating pattern.
Based on preliminary investigations, we determined that the optimal design should be achievable with slot widths of 1-10 mm and separation lengths of 1-20 mm. Our analysis was limited to 1 mm of these dimensions since fabrication tolerance was estimated to be approximately 60.5 mm. Analysis was performed using the finite-element method to solve Maxwell's equations in the transverse magnetic (TM) propagation mode (Comsol Multiphysics 3.5a; Burlington, MA)
where E is the electric field vector (V/m), x is angular frequency (rad/s), e r is the relative permittivity (F/m), and r is effective conductivity (S/m). Simulations were performed in a two-dimensional domain by assuming rotational symmetry about the longitudinal axis of the antenna. This assumption allowed faster computation and is valid when the antenna is applied in a region without substantial dielectric heterogeneity. Metallic components were assumed to be perfect electrical conductors, and the coaxial dielectric material was assumed to be lossless polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). Liver properties were taken from the available literature at 20 C for comparison to later room-temperature experiments. 23, 24 Perfectly matched layers were assumed for all exterior boundaries. Input power was set to 1 W at 2.45 GHz in all simulations. Adaptive triangular mesh elements were populated using a maximum element size of 2 mm in the liver domain. Total mesh size was approximately 10 000 elements. All simulations were performed on a single workstation with a 2.93 GHz Intel W3540 processor and 12 GB RAM with up to eight permutations computed simultaneously in parallel threads.
To determine the most optimal antenna design, an objective (cost) function, W, was defined using two independent variables for reflection coefficient, G(dB), and aspect ratio of heating pattern, AR
where A 1 and A 2 represent slopes of the sigmoidal curves at inflection points B 1 and B 2 . The heating aspect ratio was defined as twice the maximum radial dimension (diameter) divided by the longitudinal dimension (length) of the SAR ¼ 30 W/kg isocontour in simulated SAR maps. Preliminary investigations showed that this SAR isocontour was a good approximation to the actual ablation zone produced after several minutes of heating and, therefore, a reasonable choice for the purposes of antenna analysis and comparison. The sigmoidal terms in Eq. (2) were used to weight reflection coefficient and heating aspect ratio from a practical perspective; that is, reflection coefficients less than À20 dB or heating aspect ratios greater than 0.9 provide diminishing returns. Similarly, designs with reflection coefficients greater than À10 dB or heating aspect ratios less than 0.5 are either too reflective or too elongated for precise ablation of the approximately spherical tumors found in the abdomen. With these constraints in mind, the coefficient values selected for Eq. (2) were: Fig. 2) . The objective function value was calculated for each permutation in the parametric analysis, with the lowest cost indicating the most optimal designs.
II.B. Characterization of most optimal designs
The most optimal design was then characterized further using numerical simulations and experiments in normal ex vivo bovine liver at 20 C. Antenna reflection coefficient was numerically analyzed assuming frequency-dependent liver permittivity and compared to those measured from 0.5 to 6.0 GHz using a vector network analyzer (8753ES; Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA). 24 Open-short-load calibration and time-domain gating were used so that the experimental measurement plane matched that of numerical simulations. To evaluate the effect of variable insertion depth encountered in clinical percutaneous or surgical procedures, separate measurements were obtained with the antenna tip inserted 2-7 cm into the tissue block in 1 cm increments.
The sensitivity of each antenna to variations in ambient tissue permittivity was also evaluated. The relative permittivity of liver can vary by more than 620% depending on tissue pathology or temperatures in the ablation zone. 25, 26 Such changes affect power delivery and spatial heating pattern; therefore, baseline permittivity was varied by 6 30% in simulations to evaluate the effect on antenna performance. The mean percent difference in reflection coefficient between all variations and changes in heating pattern were noted.
Finally, heating produced by dual-slot and monopole antennas was simulated assuming an input power of 50 W at 2.45 GHz for 600 s. Temperature-dependent dielectric properties were used to improve the agreement between simulation and experiment. 25 Reflection coefficients and spatial maps of heat generation and temperature were generated throughout to monitor the effects of changing tissue properties.
Simulations were validated against experimental ablations created in approximately 6 cm Â 9 cm Â 6 cm blocks of normal ex vivo bovine liver initially at 20 C. Antennas were fabricated from 0.085 0 semirigid coaxial cable (UT-85C; Micro-Coax LLC, Pottstown, PA). The dual-slot design was fabricated to match the dimensions of the optimal geometry, while coaxial monopoles were created with a 14 mm radiating segment. 10 Microwave power was provided by a continuous-wave 2.45 GHz magnetron source (MG300; Cober-Muegge, Norwalk, CT) and transferred to the antennas via RG-400 coaxial cables. Generator output power control was employed to offset cable losses and ensure 50 W delivery to the antenna. Heating times of 120, 300, and 600 s were tested.
Each ablation zone was sectioned along the antenna axis to evaluate its maximum dimensions transverse to the antenna (diameter) and along the antenna (length), with the ablation aspect ratio defined as diameter divided by length. Each experiment was replicated six times for statistical analysis. Differences in size metrics, aspect ratio, and reflection coefficients measured before and after the ablation were detected amongst time and antenna design using one-way ANOVA. Tukey's post-hoc tests were used to compare groups directly. P-values less than 0.05 were considered significant.
III. RESULTS
III.A. Parametric analysis of antenna geometry
Each simulation required approximately 4 s to complete, and the entire parametric space was analyzed in approximately 30 min. The most optimal design based on the objective function in Eq. (2) was realized with G 1 ¼ 1 mm, L ¼ 8 mm, and G 2 ¼ 4 mm (Fig. 3) . The top ten designs are detailed in Table I . From these, it was clear that antenna performance was highly sensitive to the proximal slot width, FIG . 2. Cost function terms for reflection coefficient (black line, upper xaxis) and heating aspect ratio (gray line, lower x-axis) reflect the desire to maximize antenna efficiency and heating sphericity with using smooth functions and practical limits.
G 1 , but slightly less sensitive to the distal slot width, G 2 , or separation distance, L. Therefore, the most optimal design with tolerances accepting nearly equivalent performance metrics was G 1 ¼ 1 mm, L ¼ 8 mm 6 1 mm, and G 2 ¼ 4 mm 6 1 mm.
Many designs provided desirable results for either reflection coefficient or SAR aspect ratio, but not both (Fig. 4) . A relatively large number of the analyzed designs (412) produced antenna reflection coefficients less than À10 dB, with several (20) less than À20 dB. The minimum reflection coefficient was À30.7 dB for G 1 ¼ 8 mm, L ¼ 20 mm, and G 2 ¼ 10 mm; however, this design generated an unacceptably elongated heating pattern with a very low SAR aspect ratio of 0.20. Therefore, it was clear that minimizing antenna reflection coefficient cannot be the sole criterion for antenna design.
By contrast, only five designs produced a heating aspect ratio of 0.7 or greater. The maximum aspect ratio of 0.80 was produced when G 1 ¼ 1 mm, L ¼ 7 mm, and G 2 ¼ 7 mm, but with a suboptimal reflection coefficient of À9.5 dB. Further investigation revealed that many of the most optimal designs included a slight "tail" in the length measurement, which is evident in Figs. 5 and 6. Heating aspect ratios increased by 0.2-0.3 when redefining length to lie along a radius 0.5-2 mm peripheral to the antenna surface. However, changing the length measurement technique did not substantially alter the results noted in Table I , and criteria for selecting the measurement radius were considered arbitrary. Therefore, the measure of heating length was left to its original location, along the outer surface of the antenna. The top ten designs relative to reflection coefficient and heating aspect ratio are included in Appendix for reference.
III.B. Characterization of the most optimal design
Simulated and experimentally measured reflection coefficients for both the most optimal dual-slot and conventional monopole designs were in good agreement from 0.5 to 6 GHz (Fig. 5) . The dual-slot design was characterized by two resonant peaks centered around 1.25 and 2.45 GHz, with a simulated reflection coefficient of À20.9 dB at each frequency. Notably, the total bandwidth for reflection coefficients below the acceptable limit of À10 dB was 2.20 GHz for the dual-slot antenna, compared to 0.95 GHz for the coaxial monopole. The spatial heating pattern produced by the dual-slot antenna was focused around the distal tip, with very little heating along the antenna shaft at 2.45 GHz (Fig. 6 ). By comparison, the heating pattern at the other resonant peak of 1.25 GHz contained significant heating along the antenna shaft with a focal point at the antenna tip, reiterating the fact that low power reflections are not alone indicative of optimal antenna performance (Fig. 7) . Other designs in the aforementioned tolerance limits produced similar reflection coefficient and heating pattern results. Antenna insertion depth had little effect on the dual-slot design at 2.45 GHz (Fig. 8) . When considering 630% variations in the relative permittivity of the tissue medium, both dual-slot and monopole reflection coefficients remained below À13 dB at 2.45 GHz (Fig. 9) . The mean percent difference in reflection coefficient at baseline and varied permittivities was 1.96% for the dual-slot design and 0.06% for the monopole. In experimental studies, the mean reflection coefficient prior to ablation was similar for both dual-slot and monopole antennas but was slightly higher for the dualslot design after the ablation. This difference was not statistically or practically significant (Table II) .
In simulations, the most optimal dual-slot design produced slightly larger ablation diameters and substantially shorter ablation lengths than the monopole. This trend was confirmed experimentally, where ablations produced by the dual-slot design were 2-3 mm greater in diameter, and 5-10 mm shorter, than those produced by the monopole antenna (Fig. 10 , Table II) . As a result, the ablation aspect ratio produced by the dual-slot design was significantly greater (P < 0.001, all times). Dual-slot ablations developed a slight tail along the antenna shaft which was distinguishable from the elongated overall shape observed with monopole ablations (Fig. 11) .
IV. DISCUSSION
This study presented the design and experimental validation of a dual-slot antenna for microwave ablation. Design was accomplished by numerical simulation and parametric analysis of the antenna geometry. The most optimal design produced a reflection coefficient of À20.9 dB and heating aspect ratio of 0.7 at the operating frequency of 2.45 GHz. Experimental data supported numerical results in demonstrating that the dual-slot design was able to increase ablation zone diameter and decrease ablation zone length when compared to a conventional monopole antenna.
The distal slot and tip identified in the parametric analysis create a loaded quarter-wave monopole without a grounding plane. Alone, this structure would provide reasonably efficient radiation, but also an elongated ablation zone. The proximal slot counteracts this negative result. The phase of currents from the proximal and distal slots destructively interferes at the mid-point of the separation length and along the antenna shaft to create an active choke that truncates the heating pattern. In this way, the separation length may be viewed as a resonant dipole with two separate feed points which are phase adjusted. Removing the end cap or substantially altering the antenna geometry destroyed the beneficial phase relationship, resulting in longer heating patterns or less efficient radiation. The choking effect is accomplished without adding to the antenna diameter, making this design well-suited for either open surgical or percutaneous applications.
The dual-slot design in this paper roughly resembles the morphology of slotted antennas previously presented in the literature. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] However, previous studies have considered a fixed antenna geometry based on a 10 mm short-circuited stub and 1 mm slot width. Little focus has been given to the balance between reflection coefficient and antenna heating pattern. In this study, design criteria reflected a clinical perspective. The clinical goal of a highly spherical ablation zone was weighted equally with electromagnetic considerations such as efficient radiation in the objective function. The resulting antenna geometry is, therefore, functionally unique from previous designs.
Previous studies have also considered design sensitivity to the intended tissue environment. 30, 31 While microwave tumor ablation has historically been performed most frequently in the liver, it is emerging as a treatment option for tumors in the kidney, lung, and bone as well. The properties of normal kidney are similar to liver, but normal lung and bone are characterized by very different relative permittivity and effective conductivity values. Similar variability is encountered in tissues with altered pathology, such as diseased organs or tumors. The dual-slot design considered in this work appears to tolerate variations in the tissue properties for which the antenna was originally designed. Design optimization for other organ structures may also be possible, such as tumors in the adrenal glands, pancreas, neck, or FIG. 8 . Comparison of reflection coefficients and normalized SAR for the dual-slot antenna at three depths of insertion: 20, 40, and 60 mm. The air-tissue interface lies at z ¼ 10 mm. Reflections were relatively unaffected by insertion depth at 2.45 GHz due to the truncated heating pattern, but more substantial variations were noted at 0.5-1.5 GHz due to the elongated heating at those frequencies. FIG. 9 . Simulated reflection coefficient of the dual-slot antenna for baseline liver tissue (0%) and changes in relative permittivity of 610, 620, and 630%. At 2.45 GHz the reflection coefficient ranges from À24 dB to À13 dB. There was virtually no change in reflection coefficient at 1.6 GHz.
brain. It should also be recognized that a spherical ablation zone may not be ideal for all clinical needs. For example, elongated heating patterns might be more preferable in some applications such as cardiac ablation, surgical hemostatis, ablation-assisted organ resection, or endolumenal approaches. More oblate heating patterns may also be beneficial when using multiple applicators in concert to treat spherical tumors. Additional study is needed to define the optimal heating pattern for each clinical scenario.
Single applicators have historically been applied to tumors less than about 2 cm in diameter; those larger than 3 cm typically required multiple applicators or multiple overlapping ablations to cover the tumor plus an ablative margin. 32 Devices capable of creating larger ablation zones increase the feasibility of treating tumors 2-4 cm in diameter with a single applicator. The need for effective single-applicator devices is especially true in many centers that are averse to the cost of using multiple applicators. The clinical need for spherical ablation zones also extends into tumors which abut the body wall or which lie near critical structures such as the diaphragm, important vasculature, bile ducts, bronchi, or the renal collecting system. In these cases, an elongated ablation may limit the degree of freedom during applicator placement or preclude the use of a percutaneous approach entirely. A controlled, spherical ablation zone would reduce such constraints on placement.
Certain limitations in this study will need to be addressed in the future. The present design was constrained to allow only two slots, with a distal slot abutting the end cap. A generalized optimization of coaxial slot geometries may reveal other suitable designs. The most optimal design was also identified using parametric analysis, rather than a true optimization approach. Parametric analysis was employed to allow the possibility of multiple cost function minima in the parametric space and analyze the effect of geometry variations more completely. Through this approach, a 1-mm tolerance in distal slot width and separation length was identified. However, optimization with quasi-Newtonian, simplex, genetic, or Bayesian algorithms may be helpful in future studies.
We also acknowledge that experimental results were obtained at only one power level in an ex vivo tissue model. Further studies utilizing in vivo models will be able to more completely evaluate the dual-slot design for clinical microwave ablation. For example, the slight tail noted in ex vivo ablations may be partially due to internal heating in the coaxial cable used to fabricate the experimental antennas. In vivo blood flow or an effective cooling system along the antenna shaft would likely reduce or eliminate this tail completely. 33 In conclusion, parametric analysis of a dual-slot antenna revealed that both the antenna reflection coefficient and spatial heating profile are highly sensitive to antenna geometry. A two-term sigmoidal cost function including both reflection coefficient and heating aspect ratio identified the most optimal design. When applied to ex vivo tissue, the dual-slot antenna efficiently coupled energy into the tissue and created ablation zones that were relatively spherical in shape. The feasible operating bandwidth spanned over 1 GHz, indicating the potential to be applied in several tissue environments. However, antenna heating pattern was noted to change with frequency. Focal heating was accomplished without the addition of passive chokes, so the antenna diameter remained small enough for percutaneous applications. Further exploration of this antenna design for clinical microwave ablation appears warranted.
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APPENDIX: DESIGN PERMUTATIONS RANKED BY REFLECTION COEFFICIENT AND HEATING ASPECT RATIO
